
We Silver Jewels is the Best When It Comes to
Online Wholesale Silver Jewelry Supplier
HOUSTON, TX, UNITED STATES, November 7, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- We Silver Jewels has
become one of the most trusted online suppliers of wholesale silver jewelry. This company
offers its clients silver jewelry which has wide variety of over 925 designs and styles to keep up
with modern trends. They are recently awarded for their professionalism and masterpiece
jewelry created with sterling silver. 
This organization also received huge accolade from customers for selling high grade sterling
silver jewelry at direct factory prices. People looking to save money when purchasing silver
jewelry and work with a trusted supplier; there is no better option than We Silver Jewels in
present time. 
The jewelry designers and makers are highly experienced and are certified to provide any design
one would require. Moreover, they are planning to start making customized jewelry wholesale
designs if their plan set for it works adequately. 
The CEO of this company recently stated, “We wanted to become a wholesale silver jewelry
supplier that would offer mesmerizing items at a low cost. After a decade of struggling in this
competitive industry we got the recognition we deserved and have been awarded for our hard
work. We plan on growing in this field and offer even better services to all our clients.” 
Apart from their shinning reputation and achievements these days, they are also one of the best
online suppliers due to their security aspects and discounts. For their customers’ security they
have a SSL (Secure Sockets layer) 128 bit encryption system which makes making payment
adequately secure for all. Hence, when dealing with them no one will have to worry have security
and other issues. 
Also, they offer volume discounts to people who purchase their product at a large volume which
makes them of the esteemed and affordable company for jewelry supplies in this business. 
Furthermore, due to their growing demand, the company is looking to expand their business
operations and strategically planning for it. However, there is no official comment on this and it
is still unknown when exactly the expansion will take place. For now, all one can say is that they
will keep manufacturing remarkable silver jewelry pieces and are way ahead of their competitors
in wholesale jewelry supplies field. 
According to their marketing team, “Our jewelry designs has become a trend nowadays and
hence, we can expect the amount of demand to increase in the coming quarters significantly;
and we are ready for it.” 
So, if you are looking to buy silver jewelry or wholesale beads from a trusted online supplier then
We Silver Jewels is your ideal choice for now. 

About the company: 
We Silver Jewels is an esteemed and trusted online supplier of sterling silver jewelry for a
decade. They were recently awarded for achievements in this business sector and have been
recognized as the suppliers who offer remarkable silver jewelry at direct factory prices. 

Contact details: 
Website: https://www.we-silver-jewels.com/
Address: 4660 Beechnut St. Houston, TX 77096, USA
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